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A slip language is a language whose Parikh mapping is a semilinear set. A slip 
family is a family containing only slip languages. The purpose of this paper is to study 
slip AFL. A sufficiency condition is given on a slip family which ensures that the 
family generates a slip AFL. Using this condition, it is proved that (i) there exists 
a largest slip AFL and (ii) if s is a slip family, then the smallest AFL containing the 
commutative closure of .o~ is a slip AFL. A new operation called "homomorphic 
replication" is then introduced. It is shown that the smallest AFL containing a homo- 
morphic replication of a slip AFL is also a slip AFL. Furthermore, the resulting AFL 
is principal if the original AFL is principal. It is then proved that the smallest AFL 
containing all homomorphic replications of the regular sets is not principal. Finally, 
abstract families of acceptors are presented which, respectively, define the smallest AFL 
containing a particular homomorphic replication of the regular sets and all homo- 
morphic replications of the regular sets. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the notion of an AFL (abstract family of languages) was introduced [5] 
as a model for many of the well-known families of languages arising in computer 
science. In particular, it was demonstrated that AFL  coincide with the families of 
languages defined by families of one-way nondeterministic a ceptors operating in 
quasi-realtime. The present paper grew out of an attempt to study AFL generated by 
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certain languages whose words satisfy some "nice" algebraic ondition. The original 
impetus was to investigate he AFL generated by the languageL = {wcw/w in {a, b}*}. 
(This AFL seems to be a natural one and should have properties analogous to the 
AFL generated by L '  = {wcwR/w in {a, b}*}, the latter being the AFL generated by 
the family of E-free linear context-free languages.) Call a language whose Parikh 
image is a semilinear set a "slip" language, and a family of slip languages a "slip" 
family. An early result was that the AFL generated by L is a slip family. Since the 
family of all context-free languages i known to be a slip AFL [16] and a new hierarchy 
of AFL considered by Kasai [14] consists of slip AFL, our interest and attention 
turned to slip AFL. The purpose of the present paper is to study such AFL. In parti- 
cular, one of the results obtained implies that the AFL generated by the family of 
equal matrix languages i a slip AFL. This generalizes a result in [19]. The same result 
also implies that the AFL generated by the family of simple matrix languages i a slip 
AFL. This generalizes a result in [13]. Additional results, based on different techniques, 
which seem to be related to the present paper are in section 2 of f [21]. 
Our results are divided into two parts. The first deals with operations which, when 
applied to slip AFL, led to slip AFL. Among the operations with this property are 
substitution, commutative closure, and a new one called "homomorphic replication". 
The second part concerns itself with homomorphic replication. We first show that this 
operation preserves principal AFL and then consider in detail homomorphic replication 
of the family of regular sets. The latter includes the AFL generated by L as a special 
case, thereby providing information about our original interest. 
The paper is organized into five sections. Section 1 recalls some elementary notions 
about AFL and semilinear sets. Section 2 contains a sufficiency condition on a family 
of slip languages in order that it generate a slip AFL. Some consequences of this result 
are that there exists a largest slip AFL and that if ~ is a slip family then the AFL 
generated by the commutative closure of ~r is a slip AFL. 
Section 3 considers homomorphic replication. Given a function p from {1,..., n} 
into the set {1, R} and given a family ~ of languages, homomorphic replication is the 
process of forming the family ~ of all languages {h~(1)(w) ".. h~n)(w)/w in L}, where 
L is in 5r h 1 ,..., h n are homomorphisms, hi R is the reversal of h i , and he (i) ~ hi 
if p(i) = 1, 1 ~ i ~ n. Thus homomorphic replication leads to an extension of the 
language which provided the initial stimulus for the paper. The main result in this 
section is that if ~ is a slip AFL, then f f (~) ,  the AFL generated by ~ is a slip AFL 
closed under arbitrary homomorphism. Furthermore, if ~o is fully generated by a 
single language, then so is ~-(~).  
Section 4 contains a proof that [.)o ~ is not fully generated by any single 
language, ~ being the AFL of regular languages. Another result is that for each n, 
if Ln = {wlc "'" cwn/wl  = " "= wn,  wl  in {a, b}*} and g(L~) is the full AFL 
t The relevance of [21] to the present paper was discovered when the manuscript was in 
galleys. 
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generated by L,~, then o~(Ln) =C o~(Ln+l). Section 5 concerns families of acceptors. 
For each p with n ~> 2, an abstract family of acceptors is presented which defines 
~-(~o). Also, an abstract family of aceeptors i presented which defines Uo ~ 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some concepts about families of languages and about semi- 
linear sets. We then define "slip languages" and "slip families." 
DEFINITION. A family of languages is a pair ( I ,  .L,r or s162 when 27 is understood, 
where 
(1) 27 is an infinite set of symbols, 
(2) For each L in ~9 ~ there is a finite set IL  _C 27 such that 1L C_ IL*, and 
(3) L @ ~ for someL in .W. 
Henceforth, Z will always denote a given infinite set of symbols and 27 with a 
subscript a finite subset of I .  All symbols given or constructed will be assumed in 27. 
Recently, families of languages with six additional properties were introduced [5] 
because of their connections with families of languages of interest in computer science. 
These families, called AFL, are currently under extensive investigation and are the 
major concern in the present paper. 
DEFINITION. An AFL  (acronymn for "abstract family of languages") is a family 
of languages closed under union, concatenation, +~, E-free homomorphism 3 
inverse homomorphism 4, and intersection with regular sets 5. A full AFL  is an AFL  
closed under arbitrary homomorphism. 
Notation. For each set of languages oL "a, let o~-(~)(J(~r be the smallest (full) 
AFL  containing ~a. I f  ~ consists of a single language L, then we write o~-(L) and 
o~g-(L) instead of ~,~({L}) and ~({L)). 
The reader is referred to [5] for motivation and details on AFL. 
One of the most important AFL  is the family of context-free languages [4]. Two 
concepts which have proved to be of considerable value in context-free language 
1 For  each set 2'1,27i* is the free semigroup  w i th  ident i ty  E generated  by  27 i , i.e., the set of a l l  
finite strings ai "'" an, each ai in I 1 . Each element of l i*  is called a word of ll*. 
2 For each set A C X*, A + = O~>iAi, and A* = A + L) {~}. 
z A mapping h from/l* into I2" is called a homomorphism if h(xy) = h(x) h(y) for all x and y 
in li*. If h(x) = ~ implies x = E, then h is said to be c-free. 
4 If h is a homomorphism from 271" into 12" , then the mapping h-1 from subsets of 272* into 
subsets of I i* defined by h-l(Y) = {x/h(x) in Y} for all Y _C Is* is called an inverse homo- 
morphism. 
A regular set is any set contained in the least class which contains each finite set of words and 
which is closed under union, concatenation, and * 
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theory are those of a "semiIinear set" and a "Parikh mapping." We now recall these 
notions. 
Notation. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers and for n ~> 1, let 
N n be the n-fold Cartesian product of N with itself. For x = (x I ,..., xn) and 
Y = (Yl,...,Yn) in N5  let x+y = (xa+y x ..... x~+y~)  and, for e in N, let 
ex  = (cx l  . . . .  , cx ). 
DEFINITION. A subset .//C N n is said to be linear if there exist elements 
v, v 1 ,..., vm in N n such that A ~ {x/x -~ v + klv i + "" + kmv~, each k i in AT). 
A subset A C N n is said to be semilinear if it is a finite union of linear sets. 
Obviously, a permutation of the coordinates in N n preserves emilinear sets. 
Notation. Let Z 1 be a finite set of n elements. A Parikh mapping ~ from 21" into 
N n is a mapping defined by first choosing an enumeration a 1 .... , an of the elements of 
2:1 and then defining r = (0,..., 0), r = (31, .... ,3~,), where 3~-, = 0 if i r j 
and 35, = 1 if i = j, and ~b(x I "'" Xk) = ~b(Xl) -~- "'" -~- r for all k ~ 1 and xl ,..., xk 
in 271 . 
Clearly, any two Parikh mappings from 27x* into N '~ differ only by a permutation of 
the coordinates of N n. 
DEFINITION. A subset A C 272" is said to be a language with the semilinearproperty, 
abbreviated slip language, if r is a semilinear subset of N '~ for some Parikh mapping 
~b of 2:1" into N". 
Note that if r is a semilinear subset of N"  for some Parikh mapping r then 
~b'(a) is a semilinear subset of N ~ for any Parikh mapping 4,'. 
DEFINITION. A slip of languages is a family containing only slip languages. I f  the 
slip family is an AFL, then it is called a slip AFL. 
The purpose of this paper is to study slip AFL. It is well known [16] that each 
context-free language is a slip language. Thus the family of context-free languages and 
the family of regular sets are slip AFL. Another slip AFL  is the family of "finite 
degree state languages" recently introduced in [14]. (Two other slip families which have 
been studied in the computer science literature are the family of equal matrix languages 
[19] and the family of simple matrix languages [13].) We shall introduce another 
class of slip AFL  in Section 4. Hence slip AFL  include a number of different AFL. 
Suppose oW is a slip AFL. Since semilinear sets over N coincide with ultimately 
periodic sets of nonnegative integers, {L ~ a*[L in &e} is the family of regular subsets 
of either a* or of a + for each a in 27. 
2. A SUFFICIENCY CONDITION 
In this section we present a sufficiency ondition on a slip family .LP in order that 
~(La) he a slip AFL. Using this result, we prove that (i) there is a largest slip AFL, 
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and (ii) if ~ is a slip family, then the smallest full AFL  containing the commutative 
closure of ~a is a slip AFL.  We also use this sufficiency condition to help establish the 
main result of Section 3. 
We first present a lemma concerning the effect of substituting a slip family into a 
slip family. 
Notation. Given families of languages ~ and .~a~, let sub(.Lf~, ~)  be the family 
obtained by substituting languages of ~ into languages of ~a,  i.e., sub(.~cf~, )  is 
the family of all sets z(L~), where L~ is in &a, L~ __C l~*, and T is a substitution 6 such 
that ~-(a) is in ~ for each a in /2 .  
Notation. Let ~ denote the family of regular sets. 
LEMMA 2.1. Sub(oWl, ~)  is a slip family for all slip families ~ and ~W 2 . 
Proof. Let L C /1"  be a slip language in ~ and let ~" be a substitution from 
2zI * into 2 32* such that r(a) is a slip language in ~ for each a in 271 . We shall show 
that r(L) in sub(Q,  ~)  is a slip language. 
Let ~b 1 and ~b 2 be Parikh mappings from 271" into N ~1 and from 273* into N ~2, 
respectively. Note that 
(*) if ~b is a Parikh mapping from 2:3* into N ~ and B is a semilinear subset of N ~, 
then there exists a regular set R C /3*  such that ~b(R) = B. 
[To see this it suffices to consider B a linear set. Let B = {x/x = v + klv 1 + "" + 
kmvm, each ki in N} for some v, vl .... , v~ in N n. Let w, w 1 .... ,wm be words in la*  
such that ~b(w) = v and ~b(wi) = vi for each i. The words, w, w 1 ,..., w~ exist from 
the definition of a Parikh mapping of /3* into N ~. Then R = w{w 1 .... , win}* is a 
regular subset of Z'~* and ~b(R) = B.] By (*), there exist regular sets L'  C /1"  and 
L,  _C Z'~* such that ~b~(L') = ~b~(L) and ~,b2(La) = ~b2(z(a)) for each a in /1 .  Let T' be 
the substitution from 2~1 * into 232 *defined by ~"(a) = L,  for each a in l 1 . Since T'(L') 
is in sub(~, ~)  = ~,  ~"(L') is a regular set. We shall show that ~b2(z'(L')) = ~b2(T(L)). 
Since a context-free language, thus a regular set, is a slip language [16], it will follow 
that ~b2(r'(L')) = ~b2(,(L)) is semilinear, i.e., z(L) is a slip language. 
Let w be any word in z(L). We shall find a word w' in T'(L') such that ~b2(w' ) = ~b2(w ). 
I f  w = E, then let w' ---- E. I f  w ~ E, then by definition of ~-(L) there exist a~ ". a~ 
inL ,  p ~> 1 and each ai in 271, and words u I .... ,u~, each u i in  *(ai), such that 
w = Ul "" u~. Since ~b~(L') = ~bl(L' ) = ~b~(L), there exists a permutation ~r of {1 .... ,p} 
such that a.(1) "'" a~(~) is in L'. Since ~b~(T'(a)) = ~b2(~-(a)) for each a in l~ ,  for each i
e Let L _C Z3* and for each a in Z 3 let L, _C Z~*. Then the function r on Z3*, defined by 
r(~) = {~}, T(a) = La for each a in Z3, and ~'(al "'" an) = r(al) "'" z(a~) for each n > 1 and 
each ai in 273, is called a substitution, z is extended to 23~ by defining ~,(X) = Ll*lnx 7(x) for 
all X, X C_ Za*. 
57I/5/4-3 
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there exists a word u i' in *'(ai) such that t~z(ui' ) -= ~b2(ui). Then w' = Urr(1 ) '  "" u,~)' is 
in r'(L') and 
~2(w') = ~(u%)) + ... + ~(u'c~)) 
= r + ... + $ , (u~) )  
= ~b~(u~) +'. . .  + ~bz(u~), by permuting the order of summation, 
= r 
Hence ~b2(r(L ) _C~b2(r'(L')). A similar argument shows that ~b2(r'(L'))_C~b2(r(L)) , 
whence ~b~(r'(L')) = ~b~(r(L)) and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. If ~1 and ~ are slip AFL, then so is sub(~l,  4 ) .  
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact (Theorem 2.1 of [11]) that 
sub(~a~, ~LP2) is an AFL if ~ and ~ are AFL. 
Corollary 1 is of interest in its own right. 
COROLLARY 2. For each AFL La, LP is a slip AFL if and only if ~'(~q ~) is a slip AFL. 
Proof. Suppose ~(S~) is a slip AFL. Since ~a C ~(~a), ~ is a slip AFL. Now 
suppose &a is a slip AFL. By Corollary 1, Sub(~, ~)  is a slip AFL. By Corollary 2 
of Theorem 2.1 of [11], sub(~, ~,e) ~- ~.(~a). 
Suppose that ~ is a slip family. Does it necessarily follow that ~-(~) is a slip AFL ? 
The answer is no. In particular, let L ~ {aPb~/p a prime}. Then L + is a slip language 
butL + n a'b* ~ L is not a slip language. Thus ~-(L) is not a slip AFL. A consequence 
of this is that the family of all slip languages i not a slip AFL. 
We are now ready for the sufficiency condition. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ~C# be a slip family containing at least one language with a non-r 
word such that 7 SY ^  ~ C_ ~ and sub(~0, ~o) _C ~,  where ~o is the family of E-free 
finite language#. Then ~(~)  : sub(~, sub(s ~0)) and is a slip AFL, where ~o 
is the family of r regular sets. 
Proof. Since ~0 is a slip family, sub(La, ~o), hence sub(~, sub(s ~ ~0)), is a slip 
family by Lemma 2.1. To complete the proof we shall show that ~(s  
sub(~, sub(~,  ~o)). 
Let 5e '= sub(~, sub(Sr ~0)). It is well known that a full AFL is closed 
under substitution into regular sets and substitution by regular sets [5]. Hence 
sub(S~', ~0)_C ~(~q~), and thus ~e'_C g(La). To complete the proof, it, therefore, 
For families of languages .~a x and .o~P 2 , ~1  A ~ = {Lx ~ L2/Lx in .o~ax, L2 in s 
8 A language is said to be E-free if it does not contain ~. 
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suffices to verify that ~ '  is a full AFL  containing s Since s obviously contains 
by Proposition 1.3 of [11] it suffices to show that (i) G 0 __C s (ii) sub(G, .oq ~') C LP', 
(iii) sub(.6,e', ~0) __C .2 ~ and (iv) S~  ^ :~ __C ~ ' .  
The proofs of (i), (ii), and (iii) follow easily by using Proposition 1.1(b) of [11] 9 
and are left to the reader. (For (i) the hypothesis that ~o contains a language with a 
non-~ word is also used.) For (iv) we have 
0o9 ~ A G __C sub(G, sub(~0, sub(L#, G0) ) A G), by Lemma 2.1 of [1 l] 1~ and the fact that 
GAG =G,  
_C sub(G, sub(~q ~, G0)A G), by Proposition 1.l(b) of [11] and the fact that 
sub(~o, ~o) _C c,a, 
_C sub(G, sub(~ cP, G o ^  G)), by Lemma 2.1 of [11] since ~ ^ G C~ and 
sub(~o, G0) C G0, 
=Sr  oAG =G 0. 
This completes the proof of (iv) and hence the theorem. 
Earlier we noted that the family of all slip languages is not an AFL. Nevertheless, 
using Theorem 2.1 we next prove the rather surprising result that there is a slip AFL  
larger than any other. 
THEOREM 2.2. There is a largest slip AFL (which is denoted by ~s). This AFL is 
closed under reversaP x and under substitution. 
Proof. Let 6~ be the collection of all 
GC~ s and 
Furthermore, 
slip AFL  and ~s  = U~ina~#~ 9 Then 
G^~ = (U ~e~) A ~ 
= U (~e~ A ~) 
_C U ~q'r since each ..~ is an AFL, 
=~s-  
sub(~,  5qs) = sub(~,  U ~o) 
- U sub(~,  GP~) 
c (3 ~cP, since each ~q~o is an AFL, 
=~s.  
a This proposition says that sub(-~el, sub(~2, ~oq~3)) = sub(sub(-o~al, ~2), ~3) for famihes 
-9-01 , .ogq 2 , and .~q~3 if -~2 is dosed under all permutations of 27. Clearly, -~2 is closed under all per- 
mutations of 27 if sub(~'0, .~o) _C ~2 9 
10 Lemma 2.1 of [11] says that sub(s176 -~q~2) A ~ _C sub(SOl A N, sub(.~-0, S~ A ~) for all 
families -~1 and .~~ 
11 Let E R = e and (al "'" a~) R = am "'" al for each m ~> 1, each ai in 27. Let U R = {uR/u in U} 
for each language U. The operation which maps U into U R is called reversal. 
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By Theorem 2.1, "~(s is a slip AFL. Thus ~(~s)  is in 5.  Hence ~(Las)_C 
~s _C ~(LPs) , whence ~(Las) = ~s .  Therefore ~a s is a slip AFL and is full. Since 
.W~ _C ~s for each ~e~ in 6~, .W s is the largest slip AFL. 
Let L _C Ix* be a slip language and ~b a Parikh mapping of 11" into N% Since 
~b(L) = r L R is a slip language. Thus s is a slip family if s is a slip family. 
Since s is an AFL if s is, (s R is a slip AFL. Thus (s s whence 
.Ws((Ses)R)  C (5r R. Therefore, (~s) R ----- s i.e., s is closed under reversal. 
By Corollary 1 of Lemma 2.1, sub(~s, ~s) is a slip AFL. Thus sub(Ses, ~s) _C s 
i.e., 6r is closed under substitution. 
COROLLARY. If ~ is a slip AFL, then its substitution closure (i.e., the smallest 
substitution closed AFL containing s is a slip AFL. 
Proof. Let s be a slip AFL and Se~ its substitution closure. (By [11], s162 exists.) 
Since ~ _C 5r and ~s is substitution closed, s _C s Hence *W~o is a slip AFL. 
Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 2.2 has also shown that s is a slip AFL if 
~q is a slip AFL, 
(2) ~s is not closed under intersection. For let L 1 = {b#bai+2/i >! 1}* ba*b 
and L 2 = ba2{baib#+2/i >/ 1}*b. Then L 1 and L 2 are context-free, thus slip languages. 
However, L 1 n L 2 = {ba2ba4b "" ba4k+~/k ~ 0}, which is not a slip language. 
It would be interesting to know more about s162 9In particular, is there any nice way 
to characterize this family ? More fundamental, is 5e s a subfamily of the context- 
sensitive languages ? For that matter, is ~s a subfamily of the recursively enumerable 
sets ? The last question may be rephrased as follows: If a language L generates a slip 
AFL, must L be reeursively enumerable ? 
For another application of the sufficiency condition we turn to commutative closure. 
This operation has been considered in [15, 18]. 
DEFINITION. The commutative closure of a language L is the set c(L) consisting of 
all words which are permutations of words in L. That is, E is in c(L) if E is in L; and 
for m i> 1, each ai in 27, al "'" am is in c(L) if there is a permutation 7r of {1,..., m} 
such that a~(1) "'" a.~,~) is in L. The commutative closure of a family 58 is the family 
c(s = {c(L)/L in s 
If ~b is any Parikh mapping from 271" into N n, then c(L) = ~b-l(r for every 
language L _C 2t*. Therefore, for L 1 C I1"  and L 2 _C_/1", c(L1) = c(L2) if and only if 
r = r 
THEOREM 2.3. ~(C(~))  is a slip AFL for every slip family .LP. Furthermore, if 
is a slip AFL, then ~(c(s = o~(c(~)). 
Proof. Let ~o be a slip family. Le tL  C 271" be in .LP and ~b a Parikh mapping from 
271" into N hi. As noted in the proof of Lemma 2.1, there exists a regular set R such 
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that r = r so that c(R) = c(L). Hence o~(c(.LP)) _C ~(c(~)) .  I f  5( is an AFL  
and ~o denotes the family of e-free regular sets, then :~o C 5(. Then c(~o) __C c(5(), so 
that ~(c (~) )  = ~(C(~o) t.) {{e}}) C ~(c(5()).  Hence ~(c (~) )  = ~(c(5()).  To 
complete the proof it thus suffices to show that ~(c (~) )  is a slip AFL. 
Consider the family ~o = ~(c( :~)  ^  :~).12 Clearly, c(~)_C ~o,  so that 
~(c (~) )  C ~(~0) .  In view of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to note that ~o contains a 
language with a non-e word and to show that (a) ~o h ~2 _C ~o,  (b) sub(~o, ~o) __C ~o,  
and (c) 5(o is a slip family. [For then ~(~o)  is a slip AFL, implying that ~(c (~) )  is a 
slip AFL.] 
To this end, let L _C X~* be in ~o.  Then there exist 271", regular subsets R 1 and R 2 
of 271", and an e-free homomorphism h from 271. into 272" such that L = h[c(R1) n Re]. 
Let R a be a regular subset of ~* .  Then 
h[c(R1) n Re] n R a = h[c(R1) n R e n h-l(Rz)] 
= h[c(R1) N Ra] , 
where R 4 = R e ch h-~(R3) is a regular set. Since h(c(R1) n R4) is in ~0,  ~o ^  ~2 _C ~0.  
Hence (a) holds. 
Consider (b). Let ~'1 be an e-free finite substitution la from 273" into 2z3 *. For each a 
in 271 and w in rlh(a), let aw be a new symbol in 2:. Let r 2 be the e-free finite substitution 
on Q*  defined by re(a ) = {aw/W in {rlh(a)} for each a in S 1 . Let h' be the homo- 
morphism on {a~/all a~}* defined by h'(aw) = w for each aw. Since h is e-free, so is 
h'. Clearly, fire(a ) = rlh(a ) for each a. Then 
rlh(c(R1) f~ R2) = h're(c(R~) n Re) 
= h' [~#(R1))  n ~(Re)] ,  
the last equality occurring because 
(*) re(a ) ~ re(b ) = ;~ for a =/= b, and each aw is in 27. 
From (*) it also follows that r~(c(u)) = c(re(u)) for every word u. Therefore, 
r~[h(c(R~) n Ra)] = h'[c(rz(R1) ) n r~(Re)]. 
Since r e is an e-free finite substitution, r~(R1) and r~(R~) are regular sets. Since h' 
is e-free, h'[c(r~(R1) ) n r~(Re)] is in 5(o, so that sub(~o, ~o) C 5(o. 
Consider (c). Let Cx be a Parikh mapping from Z'x* into N 'a  and ~b ea Parikh mapping 
from 27~* into N "~. Let ~ be the linear map ~4 from N'~ into N"* defined by 
lZ For each family ~,  ~rg(Se) = {h(L)/L in .Lr h an C-free homomorphism onL}. 
lz A substitution r on Z'I* is said to be e-free (finite) if r(a) is a-free (finite) for each a in Z1. 
1, A function .~ from N v to N q is called linear if ~(cx + dy) = cA(x) + dA(y) for all x, y in N v 
and all c, d in N. 
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A(~bt(a)) = ~b2(h(a)) for every a in L" 1 . Hence h~bl(w ) ---- ~b~h(w) for every w in 271". 
Then 
~2h(c(R1) 0 R2) = ar N R2) 
= = in  R1  ; o r  w in  
m ~ 1, each ai in 271, a,(1) "'" a,~(m) in R 1 for some 
permutation ~r on {1,..., m}}) 
= h{r in R 2 and ~bl(w) in ~bl(R~) } 
= n 
Since the intersection of a finite number of semilinear subsets of N nl is semilinear [7] 
and since a linear map from N nl into N n2 preserves semilinear sets [7], ~h(c(R1) n R2) 
is semilinear. This completes the proof of (c) and the theorem. 
From the theorem, we immediately get the following. 
COROLLARY. The slip AFL ~s is closed under commutative closure, i.e., c(~s) _C_C ~s .  
Remarks. (1) The only property of ~ needed in the proof of Theorem 2.3 was 
that it was a slip family containing d o . If  ~ does not contain do ,  then ~(c(.,W)) 
need not coincide with ~(c(~)) .  In fact, i fL  0 = {a} and .Z' ~ {L0} , then c(Lo) ~ Lo, 
so that ~(c(~q~)) = ~.  However, ~(c(~))  ~: ~.  
(2) It follows from Theorem 2.2 of [3] that i fL  is a slip language, then c(L) is a 
finite Boolean combination of languages realtime acceptable by deterministic 1-counter 
acceptors. Therefore, c(#~) is a family of deterministic linear bounded acceptor 
languages. Hence ~(c(#~)) is a family of recursively enumerable sets 1~. 
3. HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION 
In this section we examine a method, called "homomorphic replication", of 
constructing new families of languages from old families. This process arises naturally 
when dealing with slip languages but, to our knowledge, has never been explicitly 
considered before. In fact, the language {wcw lw in {a, b}*}, whose consideration 
was one of the starting points of this paper, is an example of homomorphic replication. 
The main result proved is that the AFL generated by a homomorphic replication of 
a slip AFL is a full slip AFL. It is easy to show that homomorphic replication applied 
to a slip family yields a slip family. The difficult part is to prove that the AFL generated 
by homomorphic replication of a slip AFL is a slip AFL. 
DEFINITION. For each n >/1 and each function p from {1,..., n} into {1, R), the 
homomorphic replication of type p of a family .W, denoted by ~,  is the family of all 
15 This observation is due to the referee. 
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languages of the form {hl'(w ) "- h~'(w)/w in L}; where L _C 271" is in ~,  there exist 
272 and homomorphisms h I ,..., h, from 271" into 2J~*, and h{(w) = hi(w) if p(i) = 1 
and h{(w) = (h~(w)) R if p(i) = R. 
Thus the purpose of p is to indicate whether the i-th homomorphic image of a word 
is reversed or not. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let n = 2 and p the function defined by p(1) ---- 1 and p(2) ---= R. 
Then ~o is the family of all languages of the form {hl(w)(h2(w))R/w in U}, where U 
is a regular set and h 1 and h 2 are homomorphisms. As is well known [1], ~o is the family 
of linear context-free languages. 
EXAMPLE 2. Using Theorem 1.1 of [1 3], it follows that if ~ is the AFL  of context- 
free languages and p is the function from {1 ..... n} into {1, R} defined by p(i) = 1 for 
all i, then ~0 is the family of simple matrix languages of degree n. 
EXAMPLE 3. It is easy to see that the family of equal matrix languages [19] is the 
family [,)o ~o,  where the union is over all p such that p(1) - -  - -  p(n) = 1. 
Note that for each p and each family 16 5f, 2~~ o = (o~P(~~ Since o~(s = 
9r162 [10], (o~(~~ = (~(5~ Also note that ~,~(~,) = ~.  [For, clearly, 
s C ~(~~ To see the reverse containment, let L C 271" be in ~ and h I ,..., h,~ 
homomorphisms from 271" into 273*. Let h be a homomorphism from 273" into 273*. 
Then h({hl'(W) " h.'(w)/w i n r}  = {t/l'(W) " h.'(w)/w inL}), where h~ =-hh i ifp(i) = 1 
and/i4 is the homomorphism on 2:1" defined by h~(a) = [h([hi(a)]R)] R for a in 271 if 
p(i) = R. Thus h({hl'(W ) ... hn'(w)/w inL}) is in ~~ i.e., #(~~ C s176 .]
We now present he main result of the section. 
THEOREM 3.1. For each slip AFL &o and each p, 5~'(~) is a ful l  slip AFL. 
Proof. Since ~r is an AFL, oW o = (~-(~))o = (~ 9 Without loss of generality, 
we may thus assume that s162 is a full AFL. The argument is now given in several parts. 
(a) ~9~ o is a slip family. 
Let L _C 271" be in ~ and let hi ..... hn be homomorphisms from 271" into 2:2*. Let 
~b 1, ~b 2be Parikh mappings from 271", 272* into n% N% respectively. Since each hi is 
a homomorphism, there exist linear mappings A 1 ,..., An from Nqa into N q~ such that 
Air = r on ZI* for each i. Then 
4J2(hl'(w)'"h,((w)) = r q- "'" q- ~b~hn(w), since r = r for each i, 
- -  (~1 + " + ~.) r 
where A 1 + ... + A~ is the linear map from Nq~ into N q~ that is, the sum of the linear 
maps A t . By hypothesis, L is a slip language. Therefore, {~bl(w)/w in L} is a semilinear 
set. 
~ For each family -oq ~, ~(~o)  = {h(L)/L in s h a homomorph ism onL}. 
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Since a linear map preserves emilinearity [7], it follows that 
{~2(h1'(w) ... hn'(w))[w in L} is a semilinear subset of N q~. 
Thus {hl'(W ) "" h,,'(w)/w in L} is a slip language. 
(b) .~  is closed under union 
This is a standard type of argument and will be left to the reader. 
(c) ~^~C~.  
LetL  C 271" be in LP, let h 1 ,..., hn be homomorphisms from 271" into 272", and let U 
be a regular subset of 2:2*. It  suffices to show that the language {ht'(w ) "" h'n(w)[w 
inL)  n U is in L~~ This will be done by finding a finite number V 1 ,..., V~ of regular 
sets such that 
q 
{ht'(w) ... h,~'(w)/w in L} = U (ht'(w)"'" hn'(w)/w in L n V~}. 
i=1 
Let c be a new symbol in 27 and let h be the homomorphism from (272 u {c})* into 
27* defined by h(a) = a for all a in 272 and h(c) = E. Let 
L'  = {hl'(W ) ch2'(w ) c ' "  ch,'(w)/w in L). 
Then 
h(L') = {hx'(w) ". h,'(w)/w in L} and h(L') n U = h(L' n h-a(U)). 
Since U is regular, h-l(U) is regular. Let U' be the regular subset of (Z' 2 w (c})* 
consisting of all words with exactly n -  1 occurrences of c. Since L'_C U', 
L'  n h-I(U) = L'  n (U'  n h-i(U)). Since U' and h-a(U) are regular, U' n h-a(U) 
is regular. 
We now show that there exist a finite number of regular subsets Uij of 272", 
1 <~i~<n,  1 ~<j~<m,  suchthat 
(*) U' n h-l(U) : U (uljCU2jc ... cU.3. 
j=t 
To see this let .4 = (K, 272 u {c}, 3, P0, F) be an fsa t7 such that 
u 'n  h - t (u)  = T(A).I. 
x~ An fsa (finite-state acceptor) is a 5-tuple A = (K, 2]3,3, P0, F), where (i) K and 273 are 
finite sets (of states and inputs, resp.), (ii) 3 is a function from K • 273 to K (the next state 
function), (ili) P0 is an element of K (the start state), and (iv) F _C K (the set of accepting states). 
The  function 8 is extended inductively to K • 273* by letting 8(p, ~) = p and 3(p, at "'" an) = 
813(p, al "'" an-t), an] for eachp  in K, each n > 1, and each at ,..., an in 2] 3 . 
18 For each fsa A, T(A) = (w in Z3*/3(Po, w) in F}. It is known [17] that a set U _C 273* is 
regular if and only if T(A) = U for some fsa A. 
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For each pair (q, q') of states in K let Aq.q, = (K, 273,8, q, {q'}) be the fsa obtained by 
restricting the next state function ~ to 272 . Let B be the finite set of all sequences 
(ql, ql'), (q2, q~'),..., (q,~, q,') of length n of pairs of states in K such that 
ql -= Po, qi+l = 3(qi', c) for 1 ~ i < n, and q,' is in F. Let B be enumerated from 1 
to m inclusive. For each i and j, 1 ~< i ~ n and 1 ~< j ~ m, let Uii = T(Aq,,q,,), 
where (qi, qi') is the/-th pair of states in thej-th sequence of B. It is obvious that 
u '  n h- i(U) = 0 (U-~ -.. c U,~.), 
jffil 
i.e., (*) holds. 
From (*) it follows that 
L'  c~ h-i(V) = L'  c~ (U' n h-i(V)) 
= 0 [L' n (UIjC "'" s 
j=l 
= U [({hl'(w)) n U.)c...c({h.'(w)) n U.3] 
wsnL 
l~ j~m 
= U [(hI ' ( (w} 0 h l l (u~j ) ) )c  . . .  c(hn"({w } (") hnl (U~.) ) ) ]  
w~nL 
i~ j~m 
= 0 {hl'(w)c "'" chn'(w)/w i nn  (3  hll(U~j) f'~ . . .  0 h~X(U~j)}, 
5=1 
where U~ = Ui~. if p(i) = 1, and U;j = (Uij-) R if p(i) = R. Then 
h(r:) n u = h(L' n h- l (U))  
-= 0 h({hl'(W)C "'" chn'(w)/w inL c~ hll(U;j) ('3 . . .  O h~l(U~,j)}). 
j=l 
= 0 {hit(w) h2t(w) "'" hn"(w)/w i nL  ~ h l l (V l j ) / " )  . . .  (~ hn l (Vn / )} .  
j=l 
S ince  -1  r -1  p h 1 (U~j) (~ "" n h n (U J  is a regular set for each j, ~ is an AFL, and L is in 
-- i  r --I ~ 9 s L n h 1 (U~j) (~ "" n h• (U~) Is in s for each j. Thus h(L') n U is a finite union 
of languages in s and therefore is in .Lf o by (b). 
(d) sub(~, s _C 5r o . 
Le tL  _C Z'I* be in s let h 1 .... , h. be homomorphisms from 271" into 22~*, and let 
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be a substitution from 2 ~* into 2 ~* such that ~-(a) is a regular set for each a in Xz. 
We shall show that 
~-({hx'(w) ... hn'(w)lw inL}) 
is in &~ o by proving that it can also be expressed in the form 
{/;1'(~) "'"//n'(V~)/~ in L}, 
where//x ,...,//~ are homomorphisms and/7. = ~(L), with ~ a substitution by regular 
sets. 
Let 27~ = Xa X {1 .... , n} and for each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, let//~ be the homomorphism 
from 2:4* into 278* defined by ~((a, j ) )  = ~ i f j  # i and//~((a, i)) = a, for each a in Xa. 
Let ~ be the substitution from 2z~ * into 2 z~* defined for each a in 271 by 
~(a) = A x "'" An,  where A~ = ~-[~r ~ (~ X {i})* for each i. Since z(b) is regular 
for each b in 27~, The(a), thus liTlzh~(a), therefore A~ and Ax ' "  An, are regular for each 
a in ~ and each i. Since ~o is a full AFL, ~(L) is in ~.  To complete the proof, it there- 
fore suffices to show that 
(**) r(h~'(w) "" hn'(W)) = {/;l'(W) "'" ~n'(~)/~in ~(w)} 
for every w in 271". [For this will then imply that 
T((hl'(W ) ""hn'(W)/w in L)) = (~l'(W)'-" ~nt(W)/W in-g(r)} 
and thus in ~ .] 
I fw  = E, then both sides of(**) are (e} and (**) holds. Suppose that w = a 1 ... am, 
m ~ 1 and each a i in X 1 . Then each word on the left side of (**) is of the form 
ul" '"  un, where u~ = uil "" u~m, with u,j in r((hr 0")) for each i and j, 1 ~ i ~ n, 
1 ~ j ~ m. For i andj  note that hTa(u~  n (278 • {i})* contains exactly one element, 
say ~ij. Let %. = ul~ "'" unJ for each j, 1 ~ j ~ m. Then % is in ~(as) and ~ = v 1 "-" vm 
is in ~(w). Furthermore, 
= = 
for all i , j .  Therefore / / i ' (~)= u~l "'" uim if p( i )=  1 and / / i ' (~)= uim "'" Uil if 
p(i) = R. Hence /~'(~) = u~ for each i. Thus u 1 "" un =//1' (~) "'"//n'(W), so that 
the left side of (**) is a subset of the right side. 
Consider the reverse containment. Each word in the right side of (**) is of the 
form//1'(~) ...//n'(~) for some ~ in ~(w), where w = a 1 "" a,~, m ~ 1 and each at 
in Z' 1 . Such a word ~ is the form v~ = v 1 -.. vm, where each vj is in ~(aj). For each j, 
Vj : U l~ '  " ' "  UnJ, where ~'~j is a word in ~-flrhi(ai) n (~'3 X {i})*. Then 
" ' "  = u l " ' "  
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where, for each i, 
u~ = t//~(ff~a) "'"hi(u,m), if p( i )=  1 
t(hi(ff~m)) R ... (//~(ff~l)) R if p(i) = R. 
For each i, therefore, u~ is in "r((hi(w))~ Thus the right side of(**) is a subset of the 
left side, and the proof of (d) is complete. 
(e) o~-(~) ~_ ~(500)- 
Since 50 is a full AFL, ~ C 50. Then, obviously, ~ _C ~o. By (b), ~o is closed 
under union, and thus union with regular sets. Since ~'~(50o) = 500,5r is closed under 
arbitrary homomorphism. By (c), 50o is closed under intersection with regular sets. 
By (d), 50~ is closed under substitution by regular sets. Now it is known [12] that a 
family of languages closed under substitution by regular sets, union with regular 
sets, and intersection with regular sets, is closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Hence ~ is closed under inverse homomorphism. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 4.3 
of [5] and by Remark 2 on page 8 of [5], if 50' is a family of languages closed under 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets, then 
o~-(50') is the Smallest family containing 50' and closed under union, concatenation, 
and *. Similarly, by the corollary to Theorem 4.1 of [5] and by Remark 2 on page 8 
of [5], if 5 ~ is a family of languages closed under homomorphism, inverse homo- 
morphism, and intersection with regular sets, then o~(50') is the smallest family 
containing 50' and closed under union, concatenation, and *. Thus ~-(~)  = o~(50o). 
(f) ~(~)  is a ful l  slip AFL. 
By (a), ~ is a slip family. By (c) and (d), ~ ^ ~ _C 500 and sub(A, 50p) _C ~.  By 
Theorem 2.1, ~(~)  is a slip AFL. By (e), ~-(50o) = ~#(~), so that ff(50o) is a full 
slip AFL. 
COROLLARY 1. For each slip AFL 50, Uano ~-(~)  = ~((3o ~)  and is a full slip 
AFL. 
Proof. Since f f (~)  is a full slip AFL for each p, it suffices to show that given p 
and p', there exists p" such that f f (~)  u ~-(50o') _C ~(~. ) .  Suppose p is defined on 
{1 ..... n} and p' is defined on {1,..., m}. Let p" be defined on {1,..., n + m} byp"(i) ~ p(i) 
for 1 ~ i ~ n and p"(i) ---- p'(i -- n) for n + 1 ~ i ~ n + m. It is easily seen that 
500 U ~,  _C 50o", so that 
~-(50o) v ~(~, )  _c ~(~ u ~, )  _c ~(~, ) .  
COROLLARY 2. For each p, (~s)o C__ 50s. 
Proof. Let p be given. Since 50s is a slip AFL, so is ~((50s)o) by Theorem 3.1. 
By Theorem 2.2, ~s is the largest slip AFL. Thus o~((50s)~)_CSe s . Hence 
(~)o _c ~-((~)o) _c ~.  
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Remarks. (1) The proof of (a) in Theorem 3.1 shows that ~Po is a slip family for 
every slip family Lt'. 
(2) By the proof of (b)-(e) of Theorem 3.1, o~-(~) is a full AFL for every 
AFL s 
(3) By Example 2 and Theorem 3.1, the AFL generated by the family of simple 
matrix languages of degree n is a slip AFL. This generalizes Theorem 5.1 of [13]. 
(4) By Example 3 and Theorem 3.1, the AFL generated by the family of equal 
matrix languages i  a slip AFL. This generalizes Theorem 2.1 of [19]. 
In the remainder of the paper we shall study the operation of homomorphic 
replication in more detail. First, we show that it preserves the property of being 
principal, x9 
THEOREM 3.2. For each (fullprincipal AFL --90, o~-(s is a ful l  principal AFL. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 there is no loss of generality in assuming ~9 ~ 
to be a full AFL. Hence there exists a full generator L o _C 270*. Let d be a symbol not 
in 270 . Let L _C 272* be in ~(L0). It follows [6] that L can be represented in the form 
L = A(tz-l(L0d) * n U), where t~ is a homomorphism from ZI* into (270 u {d})*, 
U _C 271" is a regular set, and A is a homomorphism from 271" into 272*. 
Let b and c be two symbols not in 27o u {d} and let ~- be the substitution on 2~zo~a} ~*
defined by r(a) = {b, c}* a{b, c}* for all a in 270 • {d}. Since 5r is a full AFL, r((Lod)* ) 
is in --9~ The set r((Lod)* ) is a "coded" version of (Lod)* to be used in the following 
way. Let /~l be the homomorphism from 27t* into (27o• {b, c, d})* defined by 
t~a(aj) = bcJbt~(aj) for all j, where a 1 ..... a~ are the distinct elements of 271. Then/z  1 
is a one-to-one function with the property that/~-l((L0d)*  = t~-l(r(Lod)*). 
To obtain a full generator for o~-(s let q~l ,..., cPn be the homomorphisms 
from (S o u {b, c, d})* into ((270 u {b, c, d}) • {1,..., n})* defined by ~o,(a) = (a, i) 
for all a in 27 o u {b, c, d} and all i. Then 
L 1 = {~ol'(w ) ... g%'(w)/w in ~-((L0d)*)} 
is in ~o.  Informally, L 1 is the set of all words of the form w o~i~ "" w o~n~, where w is 
in T((L0d)* ) and w~ w ~ are taken over different alphabets. Note that L 1 is 
independent of the L in ~(Lo) chosen. We shall prove that L 1 is a full generator for 
~-(Lao) by demonstrating that .Z o C ~,~(L1). For then ~(La)C  ~(&~ ~(L1)s ince 
L 1 is in s implying that ~(L1) = ~(~gao) = ~-(~ao). 
Let h i .... , h,~ be homomorphisms, and consider the language {hl'(w) -.- h,'(w)/w inL}. 
Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that h 1 ,..., h,~ are functions from 27~* 
xo An AFL ~ is said to be (full)principal, if there exists a language L, called a (full) generator, 
such that .LP = o~-(L)(-~ = ~'(L)). 
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into la*.  To  prove that 580 _C or it suffices to show that {hi'(w ) ... h,'(w)/w in L} 
is in ~(La) .  
Extend 91 .... ,9 ,  to be homomorphisms from(27 0 ~ {b, c, d) w I i W l s u 273)* into 
((27e U {b, c, d) U 271 U & U 273) X {1,..., n})* 
by defining 9~(a) = (a, i) for all a in 27 o u {b, c, d} w I i  w l s w 273 and all i. Let/~2 
be the homomorphism from (271 X {1 ..... n})* into ( ( I  o t3 {b, c, d}) • {I,..., n})* 
defined by/~2((aj, i)) = [9~(/h(aj))] ~i) for each aj in 27i and each i, 1 ~ i ~ n. We 
now show 
(*) {9/(w) ""9,/(w)lw in ff-l((L o d)*)} = ff~-l(L,). 
To  see this, note that, from the definitions,/~s9i' = (gd~i) '. Therefore, 
/~s({9i'(w) "'" 9n'(w)lw in/~-i((L 0 d)*)}) 
= {/~2~oi'(w) ... ~29,'(w)lw in/~-X((L 0 d)*)} 
= ((91~)' (~) "'" (9.t,1)' (w)lw in ~-l((L0 d)*)} 
= {(%th)' (w) ... @dh) '  (w)/w in/~a(T((L 0 d)*))} 
c {9 ; (~)  ... 9 . ' (~) /~ in ~((L0 d)*)} 
=L 1 , 
so that the left side of ( .) is contained in the right side. Now assume z is in ~-I(Lx). Then 
there exists w in r ) such that z is in ff~-i[~vl'(w ) "'" 9,'(w)]. From the definition 
of ffs, it follows that 
! - -1  t 
P"21[~l ' (w)  "'" (Pn (W)] =- ~L~ 2 ~1 (fO) "'" a~,219,n"(W). 
Hence z is in/x~-~i'(w) --" - i  , /~s9-  (w), so that z = 9/(wl)  --" 9 ,  (w~) for some wl ,..., wn. 
Now for each i, 
so that t~l(w~) = w since 9i is one to one. Since t~l is also one to one, w~ =/~- l (w)  for 
each i. Therefore w~ = "" = w n , so that 
! t z = 91'(w~) "- 9 .  (w.)  = 9( (~)  "'" 9 .  (~,), 
with wi in ~-I(T((L0d)*)). Hence z is in the left side of (,). Thus ( .)  holds. 
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Let U 0 = ~t'(U)(Z'I x 2 , . ,  n})*. Clearly, U 0 is regular. Since ~1 is a one to one 
homomorphism, 
{~0~'(w) ... %'(w)/w in IL-I((L0 d)*) n U} 
= {~I ' (W)  " '"  ~n'(W)lW i n  t~-l((Lo d)*)} n U o 
= tL~-I(La) n Uo, by (,). 
Let ~1 be the homomorphism from (271 X {1,..., n})* into 2In* defined by 
Al((a, i)) = hiA(a) for each a in 2~ 1 and each i. Let ~ be the homomorphism from 
(271 X {1,..., n})* into 2~a* defined for each a in X1 and each i by A~((a, i)) = (hiA(a)) o"~. 
Then Al~O i = hi)t and, for each w in Xt* and each i, ~z((%(w)) ~ = (;~v~(w)) ~
Hence 
{hl'(w ) ." h,'(w)/w in L} = {hl'(w ) ... h,'(w)/w in A(ff-I((L 0 d)*) n U)} 
= {h,'(h(vT)) ... h,'(h(~))/~ in/~-'((L 0d)*) n U} 
= {(A1~1)' (~) "'" (h1%)' (~)/~ in/~-a((L od)*) n U} 
= A2({~Ol'(V~) ... %'(~)/~ in/,- I((L 0 d)*) n U}) 
= ~(t,~-~(L~) n Uo). 
Therefore, {h((w) "" hn'(w)/w in L} is in ~(L i )  and the proof is complete. 
Remarks. (1) Using Theorem 3.2 and Example 2, it follows that the AFL 
generated by the simple matrix languages of degree n[13] is full principal. 
(2) The full generator for o~'(LPo) constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is 
L 1 = {~Ol'(W) ... q~,'(w)/w in ~-((Lod)*)}, 
where ~-(a) = {b, c}* a{b, c}* for all a in Z' 0 u {d}, b, c, and d are symbols not occurring 
in L0, and L 0 is a full generator for ~ .  In special cases, we can exhibit "simpler" full 
generators. For example, consider o~-(~o). A full generator for :~ is {E}, so that L 1 
assumes the form 
L~ = {~((w) "- %'(w)lw in r(d*)}. 
Consider the language 
Lz = {~t'(w) "" qJ,'(w)/w in {b, c, d}*}. 
Clearly, Lz is in G o , so that ~,~(L~)_C o~(5~o) = ~(L1). If n = 1, then o~(L~)= 
o~(L1) = ~.  Suppose, then, n ) 2. 
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Then 
L 1 = {~01'(w) ""9, ' (w)/w in T(d*)} 
= {~0x'(W) "'" q~,'(W)/W in {b, c, d}* n r(d*)} 
= {~01'(w) "'" q~,'(w)/w in {b, c, d}*} n (91'(~-(d*))({b, c, d} • {2,..., n))*). 
Thus L 1 is in o~(L2) since 91'(r(d*))({b, c d} • {2,..., n))* is regular. Therefore 
~(La) _C ~(L2) , whence o~(~o) = ~'(L1) = ~(L2). Thus L~ is a full generator for 
= 
Let L 8 = {~01'(w ) "" g%'(w)/w in {b, c}*}. We now show that L 3 is a full generator 
for o~(~o). Since L 3 is in ~(~o)  = ~(L2), ~ C o~f(L~). Consider the reverse 
containment. Let 
V = {(b, 1)(c, 1)(b, 1), (b, 1)(c, 1)2(6, 1), (b, 1)(c, 1)"(b, 1)}*. 
Then 
Ls n V({b, c} • {2,..., n})* 
= {~01'(w ) -" 9,~'(w)/w in {b, c}* n {bcb, bceb, bcZb} *} 
= {91'(w) "" q~,'(w)/w in {bcb, bc2b, bc3b} *} 
is in ~g~(L3). Let h be the homomorphism on ({b, c, d} • {1 .... , n})* defined by 
h((b, i)) = (b, i)(c, i)(b, i), h((c, i)) = (b, i)(c, i)~(b, i), and h((d, i)) = (b, i)(c, i)3(b,i) 
for each i. Then 
h-l({991'(w) " "  ~On'(W)/W in {bcb, bc2b, bc3b}*}) = L2, 
so that L 2 is in o~(L3). Hence ~(L2) _C ~(L3) , so that ~@-(L2) = ~(L3) = ~(~o) .  
Using AFL techniques imilar to the above, it is readily seen that the language 
{W~ "'" W~ in {a, b}*} 
is yet another full generator for ~(~o)  = ~ We omit the details. 
4. HOMOMORPHIC REPLICATION OF REGULAR SETS AND FULL GENERATORS t 
At the end of the previous ection we observed that o~(~?o) is full principal for each p. 
By Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.1, (.Jo ~-(~o) is a full slip AFL. The question arises: 
Is 1.)o o~-(~o) full principal ? We are going to show in this section that the answer is 
in the negative. 
We now introduce the notion of a "semilinear set of type p." This concept will play 
a key role in our argument that Uo ~ is not full principal. 
* There appears to be some overlap with the ideas in this section and those in section 2of [21]. 
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DEFINITION. A linear subset A of N q is said to be of type p, p ~ O, if there exist 
elements v, v 1 ,..., vm in N q such that each v i has at most p nonzero coordinates and 
such that A = {v + klV 1 + ... + kravm/each k i in N).  A semilinear set is said to be 
of type p if it can be represented as a finite union of linear sets, each of type p. 
The following remarks are almost immediate consequences of the definitions: 
(1) I f  .//is a semilinear set of type p, then A is also of type p'  for every p'  ~ p. 
(2) A semilinear set is of type 0 if and only if it is finite. 
(3) Each semilinear subset of N q is of type q. 
(4) I f  A and B are semilinear subsets of N q of type p, then so are A u B and 
A + B = {x + y/x in ~/, y in B). I fA  i is a semilinear subset of Nq~ of typepi ,  i ---- 1, 2, 
then 
Aa • A2 = {(xx ,..., xq 1 , Yl ,..., yq~)/(xl ..... xql) in A1, (Yl ,..., Yq~) in A2} 
is a semilinear subset of Nql+q~ of type max{p1, P2}. 
DEFINITION. Let ~'0 ~--- (a l  , ' " ,  aq} and ~b the Parikh mapping from al* "" aq* to 
N q such that ~b(ai'l -.. a~q) ---- (u, ,..., u~). A language L C a l*  ... aq* is said to be 
linear, semilinear, or semilinear of type p, respectively, if ~b(L) is linear, semilinear, or 
semilinear of type p, respectively. 
Thus each semilinear language is a slip language, but there are slip languages which 
are not semilinear languages, e.g., Z'0*. 
Remarks. (5) A language L C al* "'" aq* is regular if and only if it is semilinear 
of type 1 [9]. A context-free subset of al* ... aq* is semilinear of type 2 [8]. 
(6) I f  A _C al* ... aq* and B C al* --. aq* are semilinear sets of type p, then 
A u B is semilinear of type p. 
(7) I f  AB C al* ... aq* and A, B are semilinear of type p, then AB is semilinear 
of type p. 
We now present hree lemmas. The first asserts that for p a function from {1,..., n} 
into {1, R}, each language in G o which is a subset of al* ... aq* for some q ~> 1 is a 
semilinear set of type n. The second lemma extends the first to languages in o~-(~o). 
The third asserts that a certain semilinear language of type n + 1 is not in o~'(~).  
LEMMA 4.1. Each language in G o which is a subset of al* ... aq* for some q ~ 1, 
the at all distinct symbols, is a semilinear set of type n, where p is defined from {1,..., n} 
into {1, R). 
Proof. Let UCZ' I *  be a regular set and let hi ,..., h, be given homomorphisms 
from 271" into (a 1 ,..., aq}*. For each L C271" let L o = (hl'(W) "'" hn'(w)/w in L}. 
It  suffices to show that if U o _C al* "'" aq*, then U o is semilinear of type n. To do this, 
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we examine p when applied to the union, concatenation, and * of certain semilinear 
sets of type n. Specifically, we consider four cases. 
(a) Suppose L C Xl* is finite and Lo C al* ..- aq*. Then L, is finite. Hence L D 
is of type O, and thus of type n. 
(b) Suppose that L_C~' I *  , /5~1" ,  and (Lt. .)L)oC_al*"'aq*. Then 
L o_Cax* "'" aq* and /50 C ax* "'" aq* since L o U/7, o = (L L//5)o. Furthermore, if 
L o and/5~ are semilinear of type n, then L o U ['o = (Ltd [')o is semilinear of type n. 
(c) Suppose L _CC Xl* , /5 _C 271" , and (L[,)o C al* ... aq*. Then L o C al* ... aq* 
and ['o C al* ... aq*. [For, let w I be in L and w 2 in/S. Then hl'(Wl) ".. h,'(wl) is in 
L o and hl'(w2) "" h,/(w2) is in / 'o -  Now hl'(WlW2).., h'n(wlw2) is in al* ... aq* and, 
for each i, 
hi(wlw2) = hi(w1) hi(w2) and (hi(wlw2)) R -~ (hi(w2))R(hi(Wl)) R. 
There fore ,  hl ' (Wl)  ' "  hn'(wl) is in al* "- aq* and hl'(wz) "" hn'(W2) is in al* ... aq*.] 
Furthermore, suppose L D and L o are semilinear languages of type n. Then (L/5)o is 
also semilinear of type n because ~b((LL)o ) • ~b(L,) + ~b(s 
(d) Suppose L _C 271" and (L*)o_C al* ... aq*. Then L o_C a l*  ..- aq*. Assume 
there exist an i, words w in L and y in L, and integers 1 and s2, s 1 ~ s 2 , such that 
hi'(w ) contains an occurrence of asl and hi'(y) an occurrence of as2. Then 
hi'(wy ) "'" hn'(wy) and hl ' (yw ) "'" hn'(yw ) are in (L *)o but both cannot be in al* "'" aq*, 
a contradiction. Hence for each i there exist Pi I ~ Pi ~ q, such that hi(L ) C a* 
, - -  1 / i  , 
hence hi(L*) C a* Clearly 1 ~ Pi ~ "'" ~ Pn ~ q. Thus each vector in ~b(L*)o 
can only have the Px ..... Pn coordinates nonzero. Now suppose that LD is semilinear. 
Obviously, it is of type n. Then (L*)o is linear. [To see this let L, = A 1 u -.. u At ,  
where each A i is linear. For each i let wi, vii ,..., vim(i ) be elements of Nq such that 
A i ~- {w i + klq.)il + "'" + hm(i)vim(i)/each k i in N). Let 
{Yl .... , Ys} = {wi , 7-)il , '",  Vim(i)/l ~'~ i ~ t}. 
Then ~b((L*)o ) ---- {(0,..., O) + kly I ~- k~y~/each k~ in N}.] Since each vector in ~b((L*)o ) 
can only have thepl ,..., Pn coordinates nonzero, (L*)o is of type n. 
Now consider the regular set U. Since U is regular, there exists s and a sequence of 
sets U 1 ,..., U s such that Us ~-- U, and each U i is either a finite subset of Z'I* or is 
obtained from { U 1 .... , Ui-1} by one application of union, concatenation, or *. Suppose 
G o C a l*  ... aq*. By (a)-(d), we may assume that (Ui)o C al* ... aq* for each i. By (a), 
each finite (Ui)p is semilinear of type n. By (b), (c), and (d), (Ui) o is semilinear of type n 
for each i. Hence U o is semilinear of type n and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. Each language in ~-(~D) which is a subset of al* .." aq* for some q >i 1 
is a semilinear set of type n, where p is defined from {I ..... n} into {1, R}. 
57I /5/4-4 
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we showed that ~,  ^ ~C~ o and 
sub(G, ~0) C G , .  Then 
~(~o) = ~(~o) 
= sub(G, sub(Go, G0)), by Theorem 2.1, 
= sub(sub(G, ~o), ~o)) 
sub(~o, ~0), since sub(~, ~o) _C ~o,  
Thus o~'(~o) =- sub(~o, G0) , i.e. ~-(:~o) is obtained from the languages of G o by 
closure under union, concatenation, and +.  Hence we consider three cases. 
(a) I f  L 1 u L~ C al* ... aa* , then L 1 C at* ... aa* and L~ _C al* "'" aa*. Further- 
more, i fL t andL 2 are semilinear sets of type n, then so isL t U L s . 
(b) I fL IL z C_ at* ... aa* , thenL 1 _C al* ... q~* andL 2 _C al* ... aq*. Furthermore, 
i fL 1 and L 2 are semilinear sets of type n, then so is L1L 2 . 
(c) I f L  + C al* --. aq*, thenL _C as* for some i. Furthermore, i fL  is semilinear, 
then L + is semilinear and of type 1. 
It follows from (a), (b), and (c) that the languages in ~-(Go) contained in at* ... aa* 
are generated from the languages in G o contained in at* "-" a~* by union, conca- 
tenation, and +.  By Lemma 4.1, the languages in ~o contained in at* ... aq* are 
semilinear of type n. By (a), (b), and (c), it then follows that each language in J'-(Go) 
contained in al* "- aa* is semilinear of type n. 
LEMMa 4.3. Let p be a function from {1,..., n} into {1, R}. Then {al ~ ..- a~n+l[t >/0}, 
the as all distinct, is a semilinear language of type n q- 1 which is not in o~(~p). 
Proof. Obviously, L 0 = {al t -.. a~+l/t ~ 0} is semilinear of type n + 1. By 
Lemma 4.2, each language in o~'(~o) contained in al* ... a~*, the a s all distinct, for 
some q /> 1, is semilinear of type n. To complete the proof, it suffices to show thatL 0 
is not semilinear of type n. 
Suppose the contrary is true i.e., L o is of type n. Then J/ -~ {(t 1 ,..., t,+~)/t in N each 
tt = t} is of type n. Hence A = A 1 U "" u Ar for linear sets A 1 ,..., A t ,  each As a 
linear set of type n. Since A is infinite and r is finite, there exists an integer s such that 
A s is infinite. Let As = {x/x = v + klv t + "" + kmvm, each k s in N}, each v~ with 
at most n nonzero coordinates. Since A8 is infinite, we may assume that v x :A (0 ..... 0). 
Then v + v 1 :/= v + 2yr. Since vt has at most n nonzero coordinates, there exists an 
integer i such that the i-th coordinate of v 1 is 0. Then v -}- v 1 and v q- 2v 1 have 
the same i-th coordinate. Since v + v I = (t 1 ,..., tl) and v + 2v~ ---- (t s ,..., ts) for 
some t I and t~, it follows that t 1 = t 2 . Thus v q- v 1 = v + 2vl,  a contradiction. 
We are now ready to show that 1.), o~-(Go) is not (full) principal. 
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THEOREM 4.1. 13o ~(~o)  is a fu l l  slip AFL which is not (full)principal. 
Proof. Since 0o o~(~o) is a full slip AFL, it suffices to show that it is not full 
principal. Let L be in U~ ~(~o)-  Then L is in o~-(~o0 ) for some Po. Let P0 be defined 
from {1,..., n} into {1, R}. By Lemma 4.3, L 0 = {ax t "" a~,+i/t >~ 0}, the a~ all distinct, 
is a semilinear language of type n + 1 which is not in o~(~o0 ). Obviously, L 0 is in 
Uo o~(~o). Hence ~(L )  _C ~-(~o0) = ~ ~ U0 o~-(~o), so that Uo o~(~o) is not 
full principal. 
Remarks. (1) Let o2~ be the family of all semilinear subsets of al* "'" a~* for 
some q /> 1, the a~ all distinct symbols. Then o~(~r ) is a slip AFL that is not (full) 
principal. 
To see this we first show that 
o 
For this will imply that ~(o,vct~ ) C o~(Uo ~o) = Uo o~(~p) = Uo f f(~o),  and so a 
slip AFL. Thus let L be a semilinear subset of al* .." aq* and A --~ r Clearly, 
we may assume that A is linear. Then A = {w + klv 1 + "'" + ksvdeach k, in N} for 
some w, vl  ,..., Vs in N q. Let w = (wl ,..., %)  and v i - -  (v n ..... %)  for each i. Let 
b, b 1 ,..., be be new symbols and U = bbl* "" be*. For each j, 1 ~ j  ~< q, and each 
i, 1 ~< i ~ s, let h~(b) -~ a~ and hj(b~) = a ; , .  Then {hl(z ) ... h~(z)/z in U} ~ L, so 
that (*) holds. 
To see that ~(~~ ) is not (full) principal let L be in o~(~sl ) _C 0o ~-(~o). Then L 
is in o~(~o) for some p. Let L 0 be as in Theorem 4.1. Then L 0 is not in ~(~o)  and thus 
neither in ~-(L) nor o~(L). Obviously, L 0 is in o~~ Thus o~(~,Wsl ) is not (full) principal. 
(2) Let ~q~ be the family of all languages {al t --- aqt/t >~ 0}, where q >/ 1 and 
al ,... , aq are distinct symbols. Clearly, o~(o,W) _C_C o~(~a~) _CUo ~(~o) ,  so that o~(~Z') is 
a full slip AFL. As in the previous remark, it follows that ~(cp)  is not (full) principal. 
(3) Using Example 2 of Section 3, by similar means it follows that the AFL 
generated by the family of equal matrix languages i  not (full) principal: 
(4) For each s >~ 1, let L n = {w 1 C "'" Wn_  1 C w n I Wl  . . . .  = wn , w I in 
{a, b}*} and let Pn be the function from {1,..., n} into {1, R} defined by p(i) = 1 for 
each i. Note that {a~  "" a,+~ [t >~ 0}, the a~ all distinct, is in ~(L~+~) ----- ~(~0,+~) 
but, by Lemma 4-3, is not in o4(~p,) _--o~(L~). Therefore o~(L,)C ~(Ln+l). A 
similar result is in Section 2 of [21]. 
We conclude this section with two open problems: 
(1) Is 2,r s a full principal AFL ? 
(2) Is ~(c(~))  a full principal AFL ? 
The authors uspect he answers to be no in each case. 
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5. FAMILIES OF ACCEPTORS 
As is well known, there are many connections between formal anguage theory and 
automata theory. In particular, it has been demonstrated [5] that AFL containing {E} 
coincide with the family of languages defined by families of one-way nondeterministic 
acceptors operating in quasi-realtime. In this section we give a description of simple 
families of acceptors which define the AFL ~'(~p) and Up o~(~). 
We first recall some concepts and notations about abstract families of acceptors. 
DEFINITION. An abstract family of acceptors (abbreviated AFA) is an ordered 
pair (f2, ~), or ~ where ~2 is understood, such that 
(1) f2 is a 6-tuple (K, Z, F, I,f,g), where 
(a) K and 2] are infinite abstract sets, and F and I are nonempty abstract 
sets. 
(b) f i s  a mapping from F* • / into F* k/{~}. 
(c) g is a function from F* into the finite subsets of F* such that g(E) = {e}, 
and E is in g(y) if and only if 7 = ~. 
(d) For each 7 ing(F*), there exists an element 1, in I such that f(7' , 1,) ---- 7' 
for all 7' such that g(7') contains 7- 
(e) For each u in I there exists a finite set F~ C F with the following property: 
If F t _C F, 7 is in/'1", and f(7, u) ~ ~, then f(7, u) is in (F 1 U F,~)*; that is, for 
each y in F*, each symbol occurring inf(~,, u) either occurs in 7 or is in F u . 
(2) ~ is the family of all elements (called acceptors) D = (K1, N1,5, %, F), 
where 
(a) K 1 and 2J 1 are finite subsets of K and 2], respectively, F is a subset of K1, 
and q0 is in K 1 . 
(b) 3 is a function from K 1 • (2J I U {e}) • g(F*) into the finite subsets of 
K 1 • I such that 
G D = {7/3(q, a, 7) # ~ for some q and a} 
is finite. 
Intuitively, F, / ,  f, and g comprise aread-write on an auxiliary storage. Elements of P 
are auxiliary storage symbols, and elements of I are "instructions." g is the "read" 
function andf  the "write" function. K is the set of all possible states. 2: is the set of 
all possible input symbols. Each acceptor has just a finite number of states and input 
symbols, qo is the "start" state, and F the set of "accepting" states. 8 is the "move" 
function. In order that an acceptor be finitely specified, GD is required to be finite. 
Further details and motivation are in [5]. 
An acceptor moves from configuration to configuration as follows: 
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Notation. Given an acceptor D = (K 1 , Z'~, 3, q0, F), let ~-- be the relation on 
K~* • 2:1" • /'1" defined as follows: For a in Ix  w {~}, (p, aw, y) ~-- (p', w, 7') if 
there exist ~: and u such that ~: is in g(7), (p', u) is in 3(p, a, ~), and f0 ' ,  u) = 7'. 
Let ~-- be the reflexive, transitive xtension of ~---. 
We now recall the notion of "acceptance" in an acceptor. Intuitively, a word w is 
accepted if the acceptor, starting from the start state with empty storage, reads all of w 
and ends in an accepting state with empty storage. 
DEFINITION. Let (12, ~)  be an AFA and let D = (K1, I1 ,3 ,  q0, F) be in ~.  Let 
L(D),  called the set (or language) accepted by D, be the set of words 
{w in 11*/(qo , w, ~) ~-- (q, ~, E) for some q in F}. 
Let ~(~)  = {L(D) /D  in ~}. 
It is shown in [5] that for each family ~e of languages, ~ is a full AFL  if and only if 
there exists an AFA ~ such that ~ = ~,e(~). 
We now specify a specific AFA (~2o, ~p) for each p defined from {1,..., n} into 
{1, R}, n ~ 2, such that p(1) = 1. We then prove that ~q~(~o) = ~(Go),  so that 
(g2o, ~)  provides an AFA characterization for ~(Go).  The need to have n /> 2 is a 
technical one. If  n = 1, then ~(Go)  is the family of regular sets and has an obvious 
AFA representation3 ~ The restriction that p(1) = 1 is for convenience only and 
involves no real loss of generality. In particular, we can always find a function/5 from 
{1,..., n} into {1, R} such that G~ = Go, whence ~(G~) = ~(Go),  and/5(1) = 1. 
Consider G o , where p(1) = R. Let/5(i) = 1 if p(i) = R and/5(0 = R if p(i) = 1. 
Let U _C 2:1" be in G and let h 1 ,..., h~ be arbitrary homomorphisms on 2:1". For each i, 
let gi be the homomorphism on I 1. defined by gi(a) = (hi(a)) R for each a in Z' 1 . Then 
for each k ~ 0, each aj in Z'I, and each i, 
hi(a1 "'" ak) = (hi(a1) "" hi(ak)) I~R 
= [(hi(ak)) R ""(hi(al))R] R 
= (gi(ak) ""gi(ax)) ~ 
= (g i (ak  ""al)) R 
and 
Therefore 
(hi(a1 "" ak)) ~ = gi(ak "" al). 
{h~(i,(w) o(nl . . .  9 " h (w)/w in U} = { g~a'CwR) g~(~'CwR)IW in U} 
= { g~(1)(W) "'" g~(n)(w)/w i n  UR}, 
which is in G~ since U a is regular if U is. Similarly each language in G~ is in G o . 
Hence G~ = G o . 
z0 See Example  2 on p. 12 of [5]. 
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Notation. 21 Let p be a function from {1 ..... n} into {1, R} such that p(1) = 1 
and n ~> 2. Let K, 22, and F be infinite sets and let F o = P t_) {~'1 ,..., ~,}, where 
~'1 ,..., ~'~ are new symbols. For each w in / '*, let uw be a new symbol. Let 
I = {uw/w in _r'*} vo {1, ~, A', E}, where 1, A, A' and E are new symbols. Let (/20, ~o) 
be the AFA where/20 = (K, Z, I'o, fo, go) and fo and go are the functions defined 
as follows (for all w in F*, w' in F*, a in F, 1 ~< i < n, and 1 ~< j ~ n): 
(l) fo(z, 1) = z for all z in Fo* , 
(2) fo(E, uw) = w~' 1 , 
(3) L(Wfl, u~,) = ~0w'tl, 
(4) (a) fo(w~',, A) = ~'~+lw if p(i) = p(i + 1) = 1, 
(b) fo(w~',, a') = w~',+l if p(i) = 1 and p(i q- 1) : R, 
(c) fo(~'~w, a') = wfi+l i fp(i) : p(i + 1) = R, 
(d) fo(~'~w, A) = ~'~+1 w if p(i) : R and p(i + 1) = 1, 
(5) (a) fo(w~,aw', E) = wa~w' if p(i) = 1, 
(b) fo(wa~iw', E) = w~iaw' if p(i) = R, 
(6) (a) fo(f,aw, E) = ~,w if p(n) : 1, 
(b) fo(wa~,, E) : W~n if p(n) = R, 
(7) fo(),,, E) = E, 
(8) fp = ;3 in all other cases, 
(9) go(E) = {E}, 
(10) (a) go(wry) = {l'j} if p(j) = 1, 
(b) go('~jw) = {tJ} if p(j) = R, 
(11) (a) go(wtjaw') = '~ja i fp ( j )  = 1, 
(b) go(watjw') = at~ if p(j) = R, 
(12) go = H in all other cases. 
Intuitively, each ~'i is a pointer which indicates the symbol in the storage under 
scrutiny. The  index i on ~'i ndicates that the device is on the i-th pass ~ of the storage 
(left-to-right if p(i) = 1 and right-to-left if p(i) = R). The instruction u~o adds the 
word w to the storage (during the first pass only). The instructions A and a' change the 
pointer ~'e to ~'i+~ and position it to the left of the storage (if p(i q- 1) = 1) or to the 
right (if p(i q- 1) = R). The instruction E permits the storage to be read from left-to- 
right, or right-to-left, during the i-th pass, 1 ~ i < n, and erased during the n-th pass. 
~1 For the case p(i) = 1 for 1 ~< i ~ n a similar, but different, family of devices has been 
considered by Siromoney [20]. Her family accepts exactly the family of equal matrix languages 
of order n whereas our AFA accepts exactly the AFL generated by these languages. 
z= "i-th pass" means i-th pass since the storage was E. 
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In more detail, (1) satisfies l(e) in the definition of an AFA. (2) changes the empty 
storage to wtl .  (3) allows the storage to be enlarged uring the first pass. (4) changes 
the i-th pointer to the i + 1-st and positions it to read from left-to-right ifp(i q- 1) = 1 
and from right-to-left if p(i + 1) = R. (5) permits the storage to be read during the 
i-th pass, 1 < i < n. (6) permits the storage to be erased uring the n-th pass. (7) com- 
pletes the cycle by changing the storage consisting of ~ to E. (9) is a techical condition, 
so that l(c) in the definition of an AFA is satisfied. (10) permits the pointer alone to 
be read when at the end of a pass. (11) picks out the symbol on the storage under 
scrutiny. 
THEOREM 5.1. ~(9o)  - -~(~, ) fo r  each p f rom {1 .... , n} into {1, R} such that 
n >~2andp(1)  =- 1. 
Proof. Let L 0 = {~01'(w ) "" ~o,'(w)/w in {a, b}*}, where for each i, ~i is a function 
from {a, b}* into ({a, b} • {i})* defined by ~0,(a) = (a, i) and ~i(b) = (b, i). As noted 
at the end of Section 3, o~'(~,) = o~(~o) = o~.(L0). 
We now show that L o = L (D)  for some D in 9 0 . Since s is a full AFL, it will 
follow that o~(~o) C i~ Let D ----- (/s Z t ,  3, q0, {q-}), where K 1 = {qo ,..., q,}, 
Z 1 = {a, b} • {1,..., n}, and 3 is defined as follows (for x in {a, b}): 
(1) 3(qo, ,, ,) = {(q~, u,)}, 
(2) 3(q~, (x, 1), ~1) = {(ql, Uz)}, 
(3) For each i, 1 ~ i < n, 
(a) 3(qi, E, ti) = {(qi+x, A)} ifp(i + 1) = 1, 
(b) 8(q,, ,, t,) = {(q,+x, a')} if p(i + 1) = R, 
(4) For eachi, 2 ~ i ~ n, 
8(qi , (x, i), ~i x) = 3(qi , (X, (X, i), Xti ) = {(qi , E)}, 
(5) 3(qn, E, ~n) = {(qn, E)}. 
Obviously, L o = L(D). 
Now let D = (Ki,  27 i , 3, q0, F) be in 9 o . To complete the proof it suffices to show 
that L(D)  is in o~-(~0) = off-(G0). Write (q, v, E) ~-- (q', v', ~,') if either 
(6) (q, v, e) = (q', v', 7'), or 
(7) (q, v, ,) ~-- (q', v', 9/), or 
(8) There exist m ) 1, ql .... , qm, ?~l ,..., 7%, vl ,..., vm such that 
(q, v, ,) ~-- (q~ , v~ , ?~), (q,,, , v,,, , 74~) ~ (q', v', 9/), (qi , v, , 9~,) w-- (qt+l, v,+l, 7,+1) 
for alli, 1 ~ i~m,  and ?,i 4: ~ for all i, 1 ~ i~m.  
[Condition (3) says there is no sequence of moves from (q, v, r to (q', v' 7') such 
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that excluding the first and the last, no term has its third component ~.] For each 
q and q' in K 1 let 
Lqq, = (v in Zl*/(q, v, E) ~-- (q', ~, ,)} 
and let o~(q, q') be a new symbol in 2~ --  2:1 . Let U be the regular set 
{e(%, q)/q in F} u {~(q0, ql) a(ql, q2) "'" ~ q)/m ~ 1, q, in K1, q in F}. 
Clearly, L(D) = r(U),  where ~- is the substitution defined by r(c~(q, q')) = L~q, for 
each c~(q, q'). Since ~(~p)  is a full AFL, it is closed under substitution into regular 
sets. Thus L(D) will be in ~-(~o) if we show that Lqq, is in ~(~o)  = ~(~o)  for each q 
in q' in K 1 . 
Let q and q' be elements of K 1 . Let H D be the set of all 5-tuples of the form 
(p, a, y, p',  u), where (p', u) is in 8(p, a, y)  for some p, a, and y. Obviously, we may 
assume that for anyp, a, y, p',  and u, if (p', u) is in 8(p, a, y) thenf (p ,  u) :~ ~.  Thus 
each element in H D reflects an elementary move of D. Since D is an acceptor, it follows 
that 
Go = {y/3(p,  a, y) :~ ;g for somep andy}, 
/s and X 1 t3 {e} are finite sets. Therefore, HD is finite. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that H o _C 2:. Let 
I D = {u/(p', u) is in 3(p, a ,y )  for some p, a, y and p'}. 
Clearly, I o is finite. Let P1 _C F be a finite subset of/~ such that/ '1"  contains all words 
w for which u~ is in ID .  Obviously, we may assume that F 1 _C X. Since I D is finite, 
/'1 exists. Let Uo be the set of all words 
(Pl  , al , Yl  , Pz , uO "'" (p,  , at ,  y ,  , P,+I, ut) 
in HD* having the following properties: 
(9) t>~2,  
(10) Pl = q and Pt+l = q', 
(11) Yl = ~ and u 1 = uw, for some w in FI*, 
(12) y~ = ~'~ and ut = E, 
(13) Y2 = ~1, 
(14) IfYs = ~'1 and u s = Uw, w in/ '1" ,  thenys+l = 1'1, 
(15) Ify~ = bi~'~ or yj = ~'ibi, bi in / '1 ,  then Ys+l contains an occurrence of ~'i, 
(16) (a) I fy  s =~' ,andu s= 1, thenys+ 1=~' , ,  
(b) I f  y~ = ~'i and u s is in {h, h'}, then Ys+l contains an occurrence of ~'i+1 9
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It is well known [2] that the restrictions between consecutive symbols causes Un to be 
a regular set. 
Let h~ be the homomorphism from Hg* into/"  • {1,..., n} defined by 
(17) h,((q, a, y, q', u)) = " 1 ~'(b) 
Consider an element fl in the set 
if y= j'~ and u=u~,  
if u=E and e i thery= ~ibor 
y = b~i  , b i n / '1 ,  
otherwise. 
(18) U~o C3 h~-~({~Ol'(W ) ... r in/'1"})" 
Then fi is of the form 
(P l ,  al ,Y~ ,Pz ,  ui) -'- (p , ,  a t ,y t  ,p,+~ , ut) 
satisfying (9)-(16). Thus Px = q and Pt+t = q'. From (10), (13), (14), and (16), there 
exists re(l) ~ 2 such that y~ = q't for I ~< i ~ m(1), u,~(1 ) is in {A, h'}, and Ym(1)+l 
contains an occurrence of ~'z. From (15) and (16), there exist m(2),..., re(n) such that 
re(n) = t, Yi contains ~'~ for m(j + 1) < i <~ re(j), and um~._l) is in (A, h'}, 2 ~ j  ~< n. 
Since fi is in (18), there exists w 0 in /'1" such that hx(fi) = qh'(w0) ... ~o,'(w0). By 
hypothesis, p(l) = 1. Thus ~o~'(w0) -- ~a(wo). Now eachy~, 1 ~ i ~ re(l), is either 1 
or u,, for some w. Also, each element of H o reflects a move of D. Thercfore, 
(Pl, at, Yl, P8,/'tl) "'" (P~n(1) , an~,(1) , Y'm.(1), Pm(1)+l , Ura(1)) 
reflects the moves of D such that 
(p~,  a, ... a,,(1), ,) ~- (p,~(,~+,, r,,(~)+a), 
where Y,,a)§ is of the form w z ~'~ or ~'2w~, wi in F l*, according as p(2) = R or p(2) = 1. 
Clearly, Wl = ZOo. For each j, 1 < j  < n - -  1, each ui, re(j) < i <~ m(j + 1), is 
either 1, E, A, or A'. Thus 
(P,n0)+l, a,~(~')+l, Y~(~')+I, P~(J)+2, um(~')+l) 
"'" (P~J+I), a~0"+l), Y~U+a), P~u+a)+l, um(j+l)) 
reflects the moves of D such that 
(PmU)+I , am( i )+1 " ' "  a..o+1) , 7,n(J)+1) ~ (P,.(J+X)+l, ( 7~n0"+1)+1), 
where Y~O)+I is of the formt~-w 0 or Won't. , according as p(j) ~ 1 or p(j) = R, and 
7m~'+1)+1 is of the form ~j+aw~+ 1 or wi+11'j+z, w~+ 1 in/ '1". Since/3 is in (18), wj+ 1 = %.  
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Finally, note that 
(Pm(.-l)+t, am(n-x)+x, Y .(--O+a, P,.~--x)+2, Um(n--1)+l)  " ' "  (Ptat, Y~, p~+x, ut) 
reflects the moves of 
(Pm(.-1)+a, am(.-1)+1 "'" at,  7,.(.-1)+1) v~" (Pt ,  e, e) 
from (6) in the definition of g2o, the fact that each u~, m(n --  1) + 1 ~ i ~ t, is either 
1 or E, (12) above, and (17). Thus 
(Pl ,  a l ,  Yt, Pz, ut) "'" (Pt ,  at ,  Y t ,  Pt+l, at) 
reflects the moves of 
(P l ,  al"" at , , )  v ~- (Pt+l, ' ,  e), 
with Pt+x in F. Hence a 1 "- at is in L~q.. Now let h 2 be the homomorphism from HD* 
into Ix* such that h2( (p ,a ,y ,p ' ,u ) )= a for all (p, a, y,  p', u) in H n .  Let 
C = h2(UD n hi-l({~0((w) "." ~n'(w)/w in/'1"})). Then C _CLqr 
Now obviously L~r C C t.) A for some finite set A _C l 1 ~3 {e}. Thus L~. _C C u B 
for some finite set B. Since each finite set is in o~(~o) and C is in o~(~o), it follows 
that Lq~. is in 3f(~o), thus completing the proof. 
We now define an AFA (~,  t2~) such that ~(~)  = U, ~(~'o). 
Notation. Let K, 27, and Fbe  infinite sets and let F~ = FrO {1'1} U {ti, ~i'/i ~ 2}, 
where tx, ~'z, ~'2', .... are new symbols. For each w in F*, let u~ be a new symbol. 
Let I = {Uw/W in F*} u {1, l, l'}, where 1, I, l' are new symbols. Let (/2~, ~)  be the 
AFA, where 12~ = (K, 27, F~, I, f, g) and f and g are the functions defined as follows 
(for all w, w x and w 2 in F*, a in P, and i >~ 1): 
(1) f(m, 1) = z for all z in F*, 
(2) f(~, u~) = wh,  
(3) f (~h,  u~) = ~wA,  
(4) (a) f (w '~ i -1 ,  l) = w~2,, 
(b) f(w'~2,_ 1 , l') = w'~'2, , 
(5) f(~2,w, l) = ~2,+t w, 
(6) (a) f (w lat2 ,wz ,  l) = wlt~iaw~, 
(b) f(wl~Zi_law 2 , l) = wla~,i_lw.~ , 
t t (7) (a) f (wa~2, ,  l') = w~2,, 
(b) f ( t~ , ,  13 = ,, 
(8) f ---- ~ in all other cases, 
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(9) g(E) = {E}, 
(10) (a) g(w~=i_~) = {~'2i-1}, 
(b) g(~,~) = {h,}, 
(c) gG, )  = {~3, 
(11) (a) g(wx~t=,w=) = {"hi}, 
t t 
(b) g(wa'~) .= {a~2i} , 
(c) g(wl~2i_law2) = {~2i_la}, 
(12) g = go in all other cases. 
Tr'EOREM 5.2. w(~)  = UoY(~) .  
Proof. For n >~ 1, let p,~ be the function from {1,..., 2n} such that pn(2i - -  1) = 1 
and pn(2i) -- R for each i. Obviously, U,~>I ~(~o, )  c Uo g(~o) .  For each n, let 
/7,~ = {gol(w)(q~2(w)) R ... go2n_I(W)(go2,(w))R/w in (a, b}*}. 
It was shown at the end of Section 3 that ~(L~) = ~(~o,) .  Let p be any function 
from {1 .... , m} into {1, R}. Clearly, the sequence p(1) ..... o(m) is a subsequence of 
p,,(1),..., pm(2m). Hence there exists a homomorphism h o such that 
hoG.) = {go~(1)(~) ... o.~) w vg; ( )/ in {a, b}*}. 
Hence ~(ho(/7~) )-- ~(~o),  so that ~(~o)CJ~(/~n). Therefore, go ~ (.J~> 1~(~0,), 
whence equality. It thus suffices to show that ~f (~)  ~ g~>l ~(~o,)-  
Let n >~ 1 be given. Let D, be the acceptor ((qo}, {a, b} • {1 .... ,2n}, 3, qo, {qo}), 
where 8 is defined as follows (for each x in {a, b} and i, 1 ~ i < n): 
(13) 8(q o , E, ~) = {(qo, u,)}, 
(14) 8qo, (x, 1), i'~) = {(qo, u~)}, 
05) 8(qo, ~, h~-0 = {(qo, 0}, 
(16) 8(q o , E, ~2n-1) ~--- {(qo, l')}, 
(17) 8(qo, (x, 2j -- 1), ~2J_l x) = {(q0, l) for  | .~ j  ~ /'/, 
(18) 8(q o , (x, 2i), xt2i) = {(qo, l)}, 
(19) 8(qo, (x, 2n), xi'~) - {(q0, r)}, 
(20) 8(qo, ~, ~)  = {(qo, r)}, 
It is easily seen that l(Dn) = E n . Hence (.Jk>l ~(~pk) C c f (~) .  
Now let D = (K 1 , X 1 , 8, qo, F) be in ~.  Then D involves only finitely many 
1'i and ~'i'. Therefore, there exists n >~ 1 such that i ~< 2n for each ~'i or ~'i' in D. By 
an argument analogous to that in the second part of Theorem 5.1, it can be verified 
that L(D) is in ~(~o.) ,  The details are omitted. Hence ~q~(~.)C ~)n)l ~(~on) ,  
whence equality. 
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